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The abuject deficiency Ms initially reported to C-OIH Inspector 
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Descrition of Deficiency 

There are several 8-inh thtc reinforced concrete partition walls in the 
Auxiliary and Control Buildings at latts Bar, most of which are on the 
elevation 757 and 7T flncrs in the Auxiliary Building. origizally, these 

ills were seisaically designed only for the dead eight of the concrete and 
did not include any live loads. It has been identified that attachmnts hare 
ben Ade to these partition alls which could add considerable weight and 
change the design requirements for these walls. These attachments include 
hanger supports for cable trays, RVAC, fire protection, deaineralized water, 
and control air piping, and various conduits. These partition walls are 
cantilevered, nonload bearing wails that waere never interdaed to be used as 
supports for live load attachmnts.  

Interin Progress 

TWA has established the following program to determine which, if any, 
concrete partition walls will require structural restratnts due to 
attachments to the walls.  

1. Using the original design calculations, the additional load that 
each partition wall can withstand, over and above the controlling 
design basis of a seismic w tornado depressurization event, will 
be determined.  

2. A field survey will be conducted to Identify system which have 
attachints to the concrete partition walls. Loads frra these 
attachents will be reviewed to ensure that the walls have 
sufficient load carrying capacity.  

3. The attachment loads will be reviewed to deteramine if any are of 
such nature and/or magnitude as to inke installation of structural 
restraints impractical or inadequate. In this case, the 
attachmnt will be modified or relocated.  

Pro this program to dite, TWA has determined that some partition walls may 
not have the capacity to support any additional seisamc load greater than the 
load which was used in the original design calcalations. If attachments have 
been ide to these walls, structural restraints will be required. It has 
also been deteramined that som partition walls lo not have the capacity to 
setsoically support the various system components which are presently 
attached to them. These walls will require structural restraint.
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